In the decade before World War I, a number of European artists began painting pictures with a similar and distinctive content. In both imagery and style, these paintings forcefully assert the virile, vigorous and uninhibited sexual appetite of the artist. I am referring to the hundreds of pictures of nudes and women produced by the Fauves, Cubists, German Expressionists and other vanguard artists. As we shall see, these paintings often portray women as powerless, sexually subjugated beings. By portraying them thus, the artist makes visible his own claim as a sexually dominating presence, even if he himself does not appear in the picture.

This concern with virility—the need to assert it in one's art—is hardly unique to artists of this period. Much of what I am going to say here is equally relevant to later twentieth-century as well as some nineteenth-century art. But the assertion of virility and sexual domination appears with such force and frequency in the decade before World War I, and colors the work of so many different artists, that we must look there first to understand it. It is also relevant to ask whether these artists sought or achieved such relationships in reality, whether their lives contradicted or accorded with the claims of their art. But that is not the question I am asking here. My concern is with the nature and implications of those claims as they appear in the art and as they entered the mythology of vanguard culture. In this I am treating the artists in question not as unique individuals, but as men whose inner needs and desires were rooted in a shared historical experience—even if the language in which they expressed themselves was understood by only a handful of their contemporaries.

The material I explore inevitably touches on a larger issue—the role of avant-garde culture in our society. Avant-garde art has become the official art of our time. It occupies this place because, like any official art, it is ideologically useful. But to be so used, its meaning must be constantly and carefully
mediated. That task is the specialty of art historians, who explain, defend and promote its value. The exhibitions, courses, articles, films and books produced by art historians not only keep vanguard art in view; they also limit and construct our experience of it.

In ever new ways, art history consistently stresses certain of its qualities. One idea in particular is always emphasized: that avant-garde art consists of so many moments of individual artistic freedom, a freedom evidenced in the artist's capacity for innovation. Accounts of modern art history are often exclusively, even obsessively, concerned with documenting and explicating evidence of innovation—the formal inventiveness of this or that work, the uniqueness of its iconography, its distinctive use of symbols or unconventional materials. The presence of innovation makes a work ideologically useful because it demonstrates the artist's individual freedom as an artist; and that freedom implies and comes to stand for human freedom in general.

By celebrating artistic freedom, our cultural institutions "prove" that ours is a society in which all freedom is cherished and protected, since, in our society, all freedom is conceived as individual freedom. Thus vanguard paintings, as celebrated instances of freedom, function as icons of individualism, objects that silently turn the abstractions of liberal ideology into visible and concrete experience.

Early vanguard paintings, including many of the works I shall discuss, are especially revered as icons of this kind. According to all accounts, the decade before World War I was the heroic age of avant-garde art. In that period, the "old masters" of modernism—Picasso, Matisse, the Expressionists—created a new language and a new set of possibilities that became the foundation for all that is vital in later twentieth-century art. Accordingly, art history regards these first examples of vanguardism as preeminent emblems of freedom.

The essay that follows looks critically at this myth of the avant-garde. In examining early vanguard painting, I shall be looking not for evidence of innovation (although there is plenty of that), but rather for what these works say about the social relations between the sexes. Once we raise this question—and it is a question that takes us outside the constructs of official art history—a most striking aspect of the avant-garde immediately becomes visible: however innovative, the art produced by many of its early heroes hardly preaches freedom, at least not the universal human freedom it has come to symbolize. Nor are the values projected there necessarily "ours," let alone our highest. The paintings I shall look at speak not of universal aspirations but of the fantasies and fears of middle-class men living in a changing world. Because we are heirs to that world, because we still live its troubled social relations, the task of looking critically, not only at vanguard art but also at the mechanisms that mystify it, remains urgent.

1

Already in the late nineteenth century, European high culture was disposed to regard the male-female relationship as the central problem of human existence. The art and literature of the time is marked by an extraordinary preoccupation with the characters of love and the nature of sexual desire. But while a progressive literature and theater gave expression to feminist voices, vanguard painting continued to be largely male in preserve. In Symbolist art, men alone proclaimed their deepest desires, thoughts and fears about the opposite sex. In the painting of Moreau, Gau- guin, Munch and other end-of-the-century artists, the human predicament—what for Ibsen was a man-woman problem—was defined exclusively as a male predicament, the woman problem. As such, it was for men alone to resolve, transcend or cope with. Alreadly there was an understanding that serious and profound art—and not simply erotic art—is likely to be about what men think of women. Symbolist artists usually portrayed not women but one or two universal types of women. These types are often lethal to man. They are always more driven by instincts and closer to nature than man, more subject to its mysterious forces. They are often possessed by dark or enigmatic souls. They usually act out one or another archetypal myth—Eve, Salome, the Sphinx, the Madonna [2].

Young artists in the next avant-garde generation—those maturing around 1905—began rejecting these archetypes just as they dropped the muted colors, the languorous rhythms and the self-searching artist-types that Symbolism implied. The Symbolist artist, as he appears through his art, was a creature of dreams and barely perceptible intuitions, a refined, hypersensitive receiver of tiny sensations and cosmic vibrations. The new vanguardists, especially the Fauves and the Brücke, were youth and health cultists who liked noisy colors and wanted to paint their direct experience of mountains, flags, sunshine and naked girls. Above all, they wanted their art to communicate the immediacy of their own vivid feelings and sensations before the things of this world. In almost every detail, their images of modes sharply contrast to the virgins and vampires of the 1890s. Yet these younger artists shared certain assumptions with the previous generation. They, too, believed that authentic art speaks of the central problems of existence, and they, too, defined life in terms of a male situation—specifically the situation of the middle-class male struggling against the strictures of modern, bourgeois society.

Kirchner was the leader and most renowned member of the original Brücke, the group of young German artists who worked
and exhibited together in Dresden and then Berlin between 1905 and 1913. His *Girl Under a Japanese Umbrella* (ca. 1909) asserts the artistic and sexual ideals of this generation with characteristic boldness [3]. The artist seems to attack his subject, a naked woman, with barely controlled energy. His painterly gestures are large, spontaneous, sometimes vehement, and his colors intense, raw and vibrant. These features proclaim his unhesitating and uninhibited response to sexual and sensual experience. Leaning directly over his model, the artist fastens his attention mainly to her face, breasts and buttocks, the latter violently twisted toward him. The garish tints of the face, suggesting both primitive body paint and modern cosmetics, are repeated and magnified in the colorful burst of the exotic Japanese umbrella. Above the model is another *Brücke* painting, or perhaps a primitive or Oriental work, in which crude shapes dance on a jungle-green ground.

 Van Dongen’s *Reclining Nude* (1905-06), a Fauve work, is similar in content [4]. Here, too, the artist reduces a woman to so much animal flesh, a headless body whose extremities trail off into ill-defined hands and feet. And here, too, the image reflects the no-nonsense sexuality of the artist. The artist’s eye is a hyper-male lens that ruthless filters out everything irrelevant to the most basic genital urge. A leafy brush swiftly shapes the volume of a thigh, the mass of the belly, the fall of a breast.

 Such images are almost exact inventions of the *femmes fatales* of the previous generation. Those vampires of the 1890s loom up over their male victims or viewers, fixing them with hypnotic stares. In Munch’s paintings and prints, females engulf males with their steaming robes and hair. The male, whether depicted or simply understood as the viewer-artist, is passive, helpless or fearful before this irresistibly seductive force which threatens to absorb his very will. Now, in these nudes by Kirchner and Van Dongen, the artist reverses the relationship and stands above the supine woman. Reduced to flesh, she is sprawled powerless before him, her body contorted according to the dictates of his erotic will. Instead of the consuming *femme fatale* one sees an obedient animal. The artist, in asserting his own sexual will, has annihilated all that is human in his opponent. In doing so, he also limits his own possibilities. Like conquered animals, these women seem incapable of recognizing in him anything beyond a sexually demanding and controlling presence. The assertion of that presence—the assertion of the artist’s sexual domination—is in large part what these paintings are about.

 In the new century, even Munch felt the need to see himself thus reflected. His *Reclining Nude* [5], a watercolor of 1905, is a remarkable reversal of his earlier *femmes fa-
tales. Both literally and symbolically, Munch has laid low those powerful spirits along with the axioms they created in him. This nude, her head buried in her arms, lies at his disposal, while he explores and translates into free, unrestrained touches the impact of thighs, belly and breasts on his senses and feelings. Most images of female nudity imply the presence (in the artist and/or the viewer) of a male sexual appetite. What distinguishes these pictures and others in this period from most previous nudes is the compulsion with which women are reduced to objects of pure flesh, and the lengths to which the artist goes in denying their humanity. Not all nudes from this decade are as brutal as Van Dogen's, but the same dehumanizing approach is affirmed again and again. Nudes by Braque, Manguin, Puy and other Fauves are among scores of such images. They also occur in the work of such artists as Jules Pascin, the Belgian Realist Rik Wouters and the Swiss Felix Vallotton (The Sleep, 1908). Nude in a Hammock (1912), by Othon Friesz, is a Cubistic version of this same basic type of sleeping or faceless nude. So is Picasso's more formally radical Woman in an Armchair (1917);[6] where all the wit and virtuoso manipulation of form are lavished only upon the body, its literally hanging breasts, the suggestive folds of its underwear, etc. Indeed, Picasso's Cubist paintings maintain the same distinction between men and women as other artists of this decade did—only more relentlessly; many of these other artists painted portraits of women as authentic people in addition to nudes. Max Kozloff observed the striking difference between Picasso's depictions of men and women in the Cubist period. The import of Girl with a Mandolin perhaps becomes clearer if it is compared with such contemporary male subjects as Picasso's Portrait of Ambroise Vollard. The artist hardly ever creates the image of a woman as portrait during this period. He reserved the mode almost entirely for men. In other works, a woman can be typed, shown as a nude body or abstracted almost out of recognition, as in A la Folie, where the gender of the subject plays hardly any role, but she is not accorded the particularity and, it should be added, the dignity of one-to-one, formalized constant furnished by a portrait. More significant is the fact that Vollard is presented as an individual of phenomenal power and massive, enrobbed presence, while the female type often sketched like a simian, is caricatured uncomfortably in space, or is given bowed appendages.  

The artistic output of the Brücke abounds in images of powerless women. In Hecker's Nude on a Sofa (1900) [7] and his Crystal Day (1913) [8], women exist only in reference to—or rather, as witnesses to—the artist's frank sexual interests. In one, the woman is sprawled in a disheveled setting; in the other, she is kneel-deep in water—in the passive, arms-up, exhibitionist pose that occurs so frequently in the art of this period. The nude in Crystal Day is literally without features (although her nipples are meticulously detailed), while the figure in the other work covers her face, a combination of bodily self-offering and spiritual self-deprecation that characterizes these male assertions of sexual power. In Kirchner's Tower Room, Self-Portrait with Ema (1913) [9], another faceless nude stands obediently before the artist, whose intense desire may be read in the erect and flaring object before him. In a less strident voice, Manguin's Nude (1905) [10] makes the same point. In the mirror behind the bed, the nude is visible a second time, and now one sees the tall, commanding figure of the artist standing above her.

7. Ernst Heckel, Nude on a Sofa, 1909. Munich, Boetticher Strauggenmedienkabinett (Carol Duncan).  
9. Kirchner, Tower Room, Self-Portrait with Ema, 1913. Columbus, Ohio, Collection Dr. and Mrs. Howard D. Stikl (Collection Dr. and Mrs. Howard D. Stikl).
The artists of this decade were obsessed with such confrontations. In a curious woodcut, published as The Brothel (ca. 1906) [11], the French Fauve Vlaminck played with the tension inherent in that confrontation. What activates the three women in this print is not clear, but the central nude raises her arms in ambiguous gesture, suggesting both protest and self-defense. In either case, the movement is well contained in the upper portion of the print and does not prevent the artist from freely seizing the proffered, voluptuous body. Evidently, he has enjoyed the struggle and purposely leaves traces of it in the final image.

Matisse's painting of these years revolves around this kind of contest almost exclusively, exploring its tensions and seeking its resolution. Rarely does he indulge in the open, sexual boasting of these other artists. Matisse is more galant, more bourgeois. A look, an expression, a hint of personality often mitigate the insistent fact of passive, available flesh. In the nice, funny face of The Gypsy (1905-06), one senses some human involvement on the part of the artist, even as he bent the lines of the model's face to rhyme with the shape of her breasts. Matisse is also more willing to admit his own intimidation before the nude. In Carmelina (1903) [12], a powerfully built model coolly stares him down—or, rather, into—a small corner of the mirror behind her. The image in that mirror, the little Matisse beneath the awesome Carmelina, makes none of the overt sexual claims of Manguin's Nude [10] or Kirchner's Tower Room [9]. But the artful Matisse has more subtle weapons. From his corner of the mirror, he blazes forth in brilliant red—the only red in this somber composition—fully alert and at the controls. The artist, if not the man, masters the situation—and also Carmelina, whose dominant role as a femme fatale is reversed by the mirror image. Nor is the assertion of virility direct and open in other paintings by Matisse, where the models sleep or lack faces. Exhilarating reductions and distortions of form and color, all highly deliberated, self-evident "aesthetic" choices, transpose the sexual conflict onto the "higher" plane of art. Again, the assertion of virility becomes sublimated, metamorphosed into a demonstration of artistic control, and all evidence of aggression is obliterated. As he wrote in "Notes of a Painter" (1908), "I try to put serenity into my pictures..."

The vogue for virility in early twentieth-century art is but one aspect of a total social, cultural and economic situation that women artists had to overcome. It was, however, a particularly pernicious aspect. As an ethos communicated in a hundred insidious ways, but never overtly, it effectively alienated women from the collective, mutually supportive endeavor that was the avant garde. (Gertrude Stein, independently wealthy and, as a lesbian, sexually unavailable to men, is the grand exception.) Like most of their male counterparts, women artists came primarily...
from the middle classes. It is hardly conceivable that they would fantasize a desire for purely physical sex, even in private and even if they were capable of thinking it. To do so would result in social suicide and would require breaking deeply internalized taboos. In any case, it was not sexuality per se that was valued, but male sexuality. The problem for women—and the main thrust of women's emancipation—was not to invent the existing social-sexual order, not to replace it with the domination of women; the new woman was struggling for her own autonomy as a psychological, social and political being. Her problem was also the woman problem. Her task was also to master her own image.

Accordingly, the German artist Paula Modersohn-Becker confronted female nudity—her own—in a Self-Portrait of 1906 [13]. Fashioned out of the same Post-Impressionist heritage as Brücke art and Fauvism, this picture is starting to see next to the deified beings her fellow artists so often devised. Above the naked female flesh are the detailed features of a powerful and determined human being. Rare is the image of a naked woman whose head does not outweigh her body. Rare, that is, in male art. Suzanne Valadon, Sonia Delaunay-Terk and other women of this period often portrayed fully human female beings, young and old, naked and clothed. Among male artists, only Manet in the Olympia comes close. But there the image-viewer relationship is socially specified. Olympia is literally flesh for sale and in that context, her self-assertive-ness appears willful and brash—a contradiction to the usual modesty of the nude. As a comment on bourgeois male-female relationships, the Olympia is both subversive and antissexist; it is, however, consciously posed as male experience and aimed, with deadly accuracy, at the smug and sexist male bourgeois, Modersohn-Becker, on the other hand, is addressing herself, not as commodity and not even as an artist but as a woman. Her effort is to resolve the contradiction Manet so brilliantly posed, to put herself back together as a fully conscious and fully sexual human being. To attempt this, with grace and strength to boot, speaks of profound humanism and conviction, even while the generalized treatment of the body and its constrained, hesitant gestures admit the difficulty.

II

Earlier, I suggested that the powerless, de-faced nude of the twentieth century is an in-ulation to the Symbolist femme fatale. Beneath this apparent opposition, however, is the same supporting structure of thought. In the new imagery, woman is still treated as a universal type, and this type, like the Sphinxes and Eves of the previous generation, is depicted as being essentially different from men. In the eyes of both generations of artists, woman's mode of existence—her relation to nature and culture—is categorically different from man's. Most dominated by the processes of human reproduction than men, and, by situation, more involved in nurturing tasks, she appears to be more of nature than man, less in opposition to it both physically and mentally. As the anthropologist Sherry Ortner has argued, men see themselves more closely identified with culture, "the means by which humanity transcends the given of nature existence, bends them to its purpose, controls them in its interests." Man/culture tends to be one term in a dichotomy of which woman/nature is the other. If woman was not equated with nature, she is still seen as representing a lower order of being, less transcendent of nature than man."* However different from the Symbolists, these younger artists continued to regard confrontations with women as real or symbolic confrontations with nature. Not surprisingly, the nude-in-nature theme, so important to nineteenth-century artists, continued to haunt them. And like the older artists, they, too, imagined women as more at home there than men. Placed, asked women appear as nature, as a landscape in which she works as Heckel's Crystal Day [8]. Friese's Nude in a Hammock and numerous bathers by Vlamiseck, Derain, Mueller, Prechstein and other artists. The bacchante or the possessed, frenzied dancer is the active variant of the bathers and frequently appears in the art of this period. Noël's Dancers with Candles (1912) and Derain's The Dance (ca. 1905) equally represent women as a race apart from men, controlled by nature rather than in control of it.

Myths cultivated by artists would seem to contradict this dichotomy. Since the nineteenth century, it was fashionable for male artists to claim a unique capacity to respond to the realm of nature. But while they claimed for themselves a special intuition or imagination, a "feminine principle," as they often called it, they could not recognize in women a "masculine principle." The pictures of women produced in this epoch affirm this difference as much as Symbolist art. Women are depicted with none of the sense of self, none of the transcendent, spiritual autonomy that the men themselves experienced (and that Modersohn-Becker so insistently upon). The heedless, faceless nudes, the dreamy looks of Gauguin's girls, the glaring mask of Kiefer's Child Under a Japanese Umbrella [3], the somnambulism of the femmes fatales—all of these equally deny the presence of a human consciousness that knows itself as separate from and opposed to the natural and biological world.

The dichotomy that identifies women with nature and men with culture is one of the most ancient ideas ever devised by men and appears with greater or lesser strength in virtually all cultures. However, beginning in the eighteenth century, Western bourgeois culture increasingly recognized the real and important role of women in domestic, economic and social life. While the basic sexual dichotomy was maintained and people still insisted on the difference between male and female spheres, women's greater participation in culture was acknowledged. In the nineteenth century the bourgeoisie educated their daughters more than ever before, depended on their social and economic cooperation and valued their human companionship. What is striking—and for us a Western culture unusual—about so many nineteenth- and twentieth-century vanguard nudes is the absoluteness with which women were pushed back to the extremity of the nature side of the dichotomy, and the insistence with which they were ranked in total opposition to all that is civilized and human. In this light, the attachment of vanguard artists to classical and biblical themes and their quest for folk and ethnographic material takes on special meaning. These ancient and primitive cultural materials enabled them to reassert the
woman/nature-man/culture dichotomy in its
hardest forms. In Eve, Salome, the Orpheus
myth and the primitive dancer, they found
Woman as they wanted to see her—an alien,
amoral creature of passion and instinct, an
antagonist to rather than a builder of human
culture. The vanguard protested modern bourgeois
male female relationships; but that
protest, as it was expressed in these themes,
must be recognized as culturally regressive and
historically reactionary. The point needs
to be emphasized only because we are told so
often that vanguard tradition embodies our
most progressive, liberal ideals.

The two generations of artists also shared a
deep ambivalence toward the realm of wom-
nature. The Symbolists were at once at
tracted to and repelled by its claims on them.
Munch's art of the nineties is in large part a
protest against this male predication. From
his island of consciousness, he surveys the
surrounding world of woman/nature with both
dread and desire. In paintings by Can-
guin, Hodler and Klimt (especially his "Life
and Death" series), woman's closeness to na-
ture, her effortless biological cooperation
with it, is enviable and inviting. She beckons
one to enter a poetic, non-rational mode of
experience—that side of life that advanced
bourgeois civilization suppresses. Yet, while
the realm of woman is valued, it is valued as
a man's alien experience. The artist contemplates
it, but prefers to remain outside, with all the
consciousness of the outside world. For to en-
ter it fully means not only loss of social iden-
tity, but also loss of autonomy and of the
power to control one's world.

The same ambivalence marks the twenti-
eighth century work I have been discussing,
especially the many paintings of nudes in na-
ture. In these images, too, the realm of
woman/nature invites the male to escape ra-
tionalized experience and to know the world
through his senses, instincts or imagination.
Yet here, too, while the painter contemplates
his own excited feelings, he hesitates to enter
that woman/nature realm of unconscious
flesh, to imagine himself there. He prefers to
know his instincts through the objects of his
desire. Rarely do these artists depict naked
men in nature. When they do, they are al-
most never inactive. To be sure, there are
some naked, idle males in Kitchiner's bathing
scenes; but they are clearly uncomfortable and
self-conscious-looking. More commonly,
figures of men in nature are clothed, both lit-
erally and metaphorically, with social identi-
ties and cultural projects. They are shep-
herds, hunters, artists. Even in Faure or
Brickel bathing scenes where naked males ap-
pear, they are modern men going swimming.
Unlike the female bather, they actively en-
gage in culturally defined recreation, located
in historical time and space. Nowhere do
these men enter nature—and leave culture—
on the same terms as women. Now as in the
1890s, to enter that world naked and inactive
is to sink into a state of female powerlessness
and anonymity.

Matisse's joy of Life (Baiser de vivre) of
1905-06 seems to be an exception [14]. In
this sun-drenched fantasy, all the figures relate
to nature, to each other and to their own bodies
in harmony and freedom. No one bends to
a force outside oneself. Yet, even in this Arca-
dia, Matisse hesitates to admit men. Excep-
t for the shepherd, all the figures with visible
sexual characteristics are women. Maleness is
suggested rather than explicitly stated. Nor is
the woman/nature-man/culture dichotomy absen:
culturally defined activities (music-
making and animal husbandry) are male en-
deavors, while women simply exist as sensual
beings or abandon themselves to spontaneous
and artless self-expression.

No painting of this decade better articu-
lates the man female dichotomy and the am-
bivalence men experience before it than Pi-
casso's Demoiselles d'Avignon of 1907-06
[15]. What is so remarkable about this work is
the way it manifests the structural foundation
underlying both the femme fatale and the

new, primitive woman. Picasso did not mere-
ly combine these into one horrible image; he
dug up from his psyche the terrifying and
fascinating beast that gave birth to both of
them. The Demoiselles primitively mirrors
her many opposing facets: whore and dity,
decadent and savage, temoting and repelling,
avesome and obscene, looming and crouch-
ning, masked and naked, threatening and pow-
erless. In that jungle brothel is womankind in
all her past and present metamorphoses, con-
torting and revealing herself before the male.
With shame and real reverence, Picasso pre-
sents her in the form of a desecrated icon al-
ready slashed and torn to bits.

If the Demoiselle is haunted by the nudes
of Ingres, Delacroix, Cézanne and others, it
is because they, too, proceed from this God-
dess-beast and because Picasso used them as
beacons by which to excavate its root form.
The quotations from ancient and non-West-
ern art serve the same purpose. The Demois-
selle pursues and recapitulates the Western
European history of the woman/nature phan-
tom back to her historical and primal sisters
in Egypt, ancient Europe and Africa in order
to reveal their oneness. Only in primitive art
is woman as sub and superhuman as this. Many
later works by Picasso, Miró or de Kooning
would recall this primal mother-
whore. But no other modern work reveals
more of the rock foundation of sexist antihu-
manism or goes further and deeper to justify
and celebrate the domination of woman by
man.

Although few of Picasso's vanguard con-
temporaries could bear the full impact of the
Demoiselles (Picasso himself would never
again go quite as far), they upheld its essen-
tial meaning. They, too, advocated the other-
ness of woman, and asserted with all their art-
istic might the old idea that culture in its
highest sense is an inherently male endeavor. Moreover, with Picasso, they perpetuated it in a distinctly modern form, refining and distilling it to a pure essence: from this decade dates the notion that the wellsprings of authentic art are fed by the streams of male libidinous energy. Certainly artists and critics did not consciously expound this idea. But there was no need to argue an assumption so deeply felt, so little questioned and so frequently demonstrated in art. I refer not merely to the assumption that erotic art is oriented to the male sexual appetite, but to the expectation that significant and vital content in all art presupposes the presence of male erotic energy.

The nudes of the period announce it with the most directness; but landscapes and other subjects might confirm it as well, especially when the artist invokes aggressive and bold feeling, when he “seizes” his subject with decisiveness, or demonstrates other supposedly masculine qualities. Vlaminck, although primarily a landscape painter, could still identify his paintbrush with his penis: “I try to paint with my heart and my loins, not bothering with style.” But the celebration of male sexual drives was more forcefully expressed in images of women. More than any other theme, the nude could demonstrate that art originates in and is sustained by male erotic energy. This is why so many “semenal” works of the period are nudes. When an artist had some new or major artistic statement to make, when he wanted to authenticate to himself or others his identity as an artist, or when he wanted to get back to “basics,” he turned to the nude. The presence of small nude figures in so many landscapes and studio interiors—settings that might seem sufficient in themselves for a painting—also attests to the primal erotic motive of the artist’s creative urge.

Kirchner’s Naked Girl Behind a Curtain (1907) makes just this connection with its juxtaposition of a nude, a work of primitive art and what appears to be a modern Brücke painting. The Demoiselles, with its many references to art of varied cultures, states the thesis with even more documentation. And, from the civilized walls of Matisse’s Red Studio (1911), comes the same idea, now softly whispered: “There, eight of the eleven recognizable art objects represent female nudes. These literally surround an other canvas, The Young Sailor (1906), as tough and “male” a character as Matisse ever painted. Next to the Sailor and forming the vertical axis of the painting is a tall, phallic grandfather clock. The same configuration—a macho male surrounded by a group of nude women—also appears in the preparatory drawings for the Demoiselles, where a fully clothed sailor is encircled by a group of posteriors nudes. Picasso eventually deleted him but retained his red drinking vessel (on the foreground table) and made its erect spout a pivotal point in the composition.” Another phallicentric composition is Kirchner’s much-reproduced Self Portrait with Model (1907). In the center, Kirchner himself brandishes a large, thick, red tipped
paintbrush at goin' level, while behind him cringes a girl wearing only lingerie.

"That such content—the lingking of art and male sexuality—should appear in painting at precisely the moment when Freud was developing its theoretical and scientific base indicates not the source of these ideas but the common ground from which both artist and scientist sprang. By justifying scientifically the source of creativity in male sexuality, 2 Freud acted in concert with young avant-garde artists, giving new ideological shape and force to traditional sexist biases. The reason for this cross-cultural cooperation is not difficult to find. The same era that produced Freud, Picasso and D. H. Lawrence—the era that took Nietzsche's superman to heart—was also defending itself from the first significant feminist challenge in history (the suffragist movement was then at its height). Never before had technological and social conditions been so favorable to the idea of extending democratic and liberal humanistic ideals to women. Never before were so many women and men declaring the female sex to be the human equals of men, culturally, politically and individually. The strengthened and often desperate reassessments of male supremacy that permeate so much early twentieth-century culture, as illustrated in the vanguard's cult of the penis, are both responses to and attempts to deny the new possibilities history was unfolding. They were born in the midst of this critical moment of male-female history, and as such, gave voice to one of the most reactionary phases in the history of modern sexism.

Certainly the sexist reaction was not the only force shaping art in the early twentieth century. But without acknowledging its presence and the still unchartered shock waves that feminism sent through the feelings and imaginations of men and women, these paintings lose much of their urgency and meaning.

Moreover, those other historical and cultural forces affecting art, the ones we already know something about—industrialization, anarcho-socialism, the legacy of past art, the quest for freer and more self-expressive forms, primitivism, the dynamics of avant-garde art-politics itself, and so on—are our understanding of these must inevitably be qualified as we learn more about their relationship to feminism and the sexist reaction.

Indeed, these more familiar issues often become rationalizations for the presence of sexism in art. In the literature of twentieth-century art, the sexist bias, itself unmentionable, is covered up and silently approved by the insistence on these other grand social events. Our view of it is blocked by innocent sounding generalizations about an artist's formal courage, his creative process or his progressive, humanistic values. But while we are told about the universal, genderless aspirations of art, a deeper level of consciousness, fed directly by the powerful images themselves, comprehends that this "general" truth arises from male experience alone. We are also taught to keep such suspicions suppressed, thus preserving the illusion that the "real" meanings of art are universal, beyond the interests of any one class or sex. In the case of art, we have been schooled to cherish vanguardism as the embodiment of "our" most progressive values.

III

Our understanding of the social meanings of the art we have been considering—what these artists imply about society and their relationship to it—especially needs revaluation. Much avant-garde painting of the early twentieth century is seen as a continuation of the nineteenth-century traditions of Romantic and Realist protest. Most of the artists whose names appear here were indeed heirs to that tradition and its central theme of liberation. Like others before them, they wished for a world in which man might live, think and feel, not according to the dictates of rational, capitalized, capitalist society, but according to his own needs as an emotionally and sensualy free human being.

The Fauves and the Brècke artists especially associated themselves with the cause of liberation, although in different national contexts. The French artistic bohemia in which the Fauves matured enjoyed a long tradition of sympathy and identification with vanguard politics. In the first decade of the century, the Fauves emerged as the most powerful of the many Neo-Impressionist avant-garde groups that were forming in Europe. Our view of it is blocked by innocent sounding generalizations about an artist's formal courage, his creative process or his progressive, humanistic values. But while we are told about the universal, genderless aspirations of art, a deeper level of consciousness, fed directly by the powerful images themselves, comprehends that this "general" truth arises from male experience alone. We are also taught to keep such suspicions suppressed, thus preserving the illusion that the "real" meanings of art are universal, beyond the interests of any one class or sex. In the case of art, we have been schooled to cherish vanguardism as the embodiment of "our" most progressive values.

Our understanding of the social meanings of the art we have been considering—what these artists imply about society and their relationship to it—especially needs revaluation. Much avant-garde painting of the early twentieth century is seen as a continuation of the nineteenth-century traditions of Romantic and Realist protest. Most of the artists whose names appear here were indeed heirs to that tradition and its central theme of liberation. Like others before them, they wished for a world in which man might live, think and feel, not according to the dictates of rational, capitalized, capitalist society, but according to his own needs as an emotionally and sensualy free human being.

The Fauves and the Brècke artists especially associated themselves with the cause of liberation, although in different national contexts. The French artistic bohemia in which the Fauves matured enjoyed a long tradition of sympathy and identification with vanguard politics. In the first decade of the century, the Fauves emerged as the most powerful of the many Neo-Impressionist avant-garde groups that were forming in Europe.
by emphasizing their lower-class identity, by elevating them as mere sexual objects, these artists forcefully reject the modesty and sexual inhibitedness of middle-class women as well as the social demands their position entitles them to make. Thus the "liberated" artist defined his liberation by stressing the social plight of his models and his own willingness to exploit them sexually. For, despite the antibourgeois stance of these artists and their quest for a liberated vision, they rarely saw the social oppression before them, particularly that yoke which the bourgeoisie imposed upon womankind at large and on poor women in particular. The women that Toulouse-Lautrec painted and sketched were surely no better off socially than the women in these pictures. But where he could look through class differences and social situations, and still see sympathetic human beings, these young men usually saw only sexually available objects. Usually but not always. Two paintings of the same cabaret dancer, painted by Desain and Vlaminck on the same day, make a significant contrast. The woman in Desain's work, Woman in Chemise (1906)[17], looks uncomfortable and unsure of herself before the gaze of the artist. Her awkward, bony body is self-consciously drawn together, and a red, ungainly hand, exaggerated by the artist, hovers nervously at her side. The artist's social superiority and the model's shabbiness are acknowledged, but not enjoyed or celebrated. Despite her dyed hair and make-up, the woman is seen as an authentic subjective presence who commands serious attention, unattractive but human. In Vlaminck's Dancer at the "rat mort" (1906) [18], the same woman in the same pose is a brassy, inviting tart, a mascara-eyed sexual challenge set against a pointillist burst of color—those dots that were so beloved by the previous generation of anarchists—she is all black stockings, red hair, white flesh and a cool, come-on look. Vlaminck, the avowed anarchist, is as thrilled by her tawdry allure as any bourgeois out for an evening of low life.

The socially radical claims of a Vlaminck, a Van Dongen or a Kirschner are to thus contradicted. According to their paintings, the liberation of the artist means the domination of others; his freedom requires their unfreedom. Far from contesting the established social order, the male-female relationship that these paintings imply—the drastic reduction of women to objects of specialized recognition—embodies on a sexual level the basic class relationships of capitalist society. In fact, such images are splendid metaphors for what the wealthy collectors who eventually acquired them did to these beneath them in the social as well as the sexual hierarchy.

However, if the artist is willing to regard women as merely a means to his own ends, if he exploits them to achieve his boast of virility, he in his turn must merchandise and sell himself, or an illusion of himself and his intimate life, on the open avant-garde market. He must promote (or get dealers and critics to promote) the value of his special credo, the authenticity of his special vision, and—most importantly—the genuineness of his antibourgeois antagonism. Ultimately, he must be dependent on and serve the pleasure of the very bourgeois world that he attacks, that segment of it that his art and life appear to contest. Here he lives a moral-social contradiction that is the corollary to his psychological dilemma before the sphere of woman/men.

The artist wants to but cannot escape the real world of rationalized bourgeois society. He is as tied to it economically as he is bound within its cultural and psychological constructs.

The enlightened art collector who purchased these works, then as now, entered a
complex relationship with both the object he purchased and the artist who made it. On the most obvious level, he acquired ownership of a unique and—if he had taste—valuable and even beautiful object. He also probably enjoyed giving support and encouragement to the artist, whose idealism he might genuinely admire. At the same time, he purchased a special service from the artist, one that is peculiarly modern. In the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the wealthy patron often owned outright both the object he purchased and its erotic content. Frequently he specified its subject and even designated its model, whose services he might also own. The work bore witness not to the artist’s sexual fantasies or libertine lifestyle (the artist could hardly afford such luxuries), but to the patron’s. The erotic works commissioned by famous eighteenth-century courtiers were equally addressed to their male benefactors. In these twentieth-century images of nudes, however, the willfully ascetic presence of the artist stands between the patron and the erotic situation represented. It is clearly the artist’s life situation that is depicted; it is for him that these women disrobe and recline. And the image itself, rendered in a deliberately individual and spontaneous style, is saturated with the artist’s unique personality. The collector, in fact, is acquiring or sharing another man’s sexual-aesthetic experience. His relationship to the nude is mediated by another man’s virility, much to the benefit of his own sense of sexual identity and superiority. For these nudes are not merely high-culture versions of pornography or popular erotica. Often distorted and beset, they are not always very erotic, and they may appeal to homosexual men as much as to heterosexuals. They are more about power than pleasure.

The relationship between the collector and the artist may be read in the monographs that art historians and connoisseurs so often write about painters of nudes. These usually praise the artist’s frank eroticism, his forthright honesty and his healthy, down-to-earth sensuality. Often there are allusions to his corresponding free sex life. The better writers give close and detailed analyses of individual works, relating the artist’s experience before the nude. At some point, higher, more significant meanings are invoked, things about the human condition, freedom, art and creativity—or, if the writer is a feminist, about the artist’s coloristic advances, his stylistic preciosity or his technical innovations. It is the moment of rationalization, the moment to back away and put abstractions between oneself and the real content of the paintings. The collector could enjoy the same closeness to and the same distance from that content. What ensues in that collapsing and expanding space is a symbolic transference of male sexual mana from bohemian to bourgeois and also from lower to upper classes. The process began with the artist, who adopted or cultivated the aggressive, presumptively unsexualized social stance of the sailor or laborer. The content of his art—his choice of nameless, lower-class women and his purely physical approach to them—established the illusion of his non-bourgeois sexual character. In acquiring or admiring such images, the respectable bourgeois identifies himself with this stance. Conscious or unconscious, he affirms to himself and others the naked fact of male domination and sees that fact sanctified in the ritual of high culture. Without risking the dangers that such behavior on his part might bring, he can appropriate the artist’s experience and still live peacefully at home. For he cannot afford, and probably does not want, to treat his wife as an object. He needs and values her social cooperation and emotional presence, and to have these, he must respect her body and soul.

What the painting on the wall meant to that wife can only be imagined. A Van Dongen or a Klimt was scandalous stuff, and few matrons were prepared to accept such virility and domination

works on their aesthetic merits. But no doubt there were women who, proud of their modernity, could value them as emblems of their own progressive attitudes and daring lack of prudery. Finally, we can speculate that some women, frightened by suffragist and emancipation movements needed to reaffirm—not contest—their situation. The nude on the wall, however uncomfortable it may have been in some respects, could be reassuring to the wife as well as the husband. Although it conditioned libertinism, it also drew a veil over the deeper question of emancipation and the frightening thought of freedom.

NOTES

5. S. Orta, “Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?” Feminist Studies, Fall 1972, pp. 5-31.
6. Ibid., p. 10.
8. The couching woman at the lowest right, explicitly as Picasso entered her in preparatory studies, is a familiar image in primitive and arcaic art. See Douglas Fraser, “The Heretical Woman: A Study in Diffusion,” The Many Faces of Primitive Art, ed. D. Fraser, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1966, pp. 36-99. Anyone familiar with these symmetrical, knees-up, legs-spread figures can have little doubt that Picassof’s woman was inspired by one of them. The grotesque devils with complex meanings, they are often in the act of childbirth, and in primitive villages they frequently occupied the place above the door to the men’s lodge, the center of culture and power. Often, they were meant to frighten enemies and were considered dangerous to look at. They surely functioned ideologically, reinforcing views of women as the “other.” Picasso intuitively grasped their meaning.
10. Leo Steinberg discusses the phallic meaning of this object in “The Philosophical Brothel, Part I,” Art News, September 1972, pp. 25-26. The juxtaposition of the phallic and the squatting nude especially recalls the self-displaying figures Fraser studies (see note 8), since they were sometimes flanked by phallic.
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